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PRO TIP: Why You Can’t Rely on Temperature Measurements
Measurement of valve cap and discharge temperatures has been used for many years as a
means to assess the health of compressor components. Many operators and mechanics
routinely monitor these readings in order to identify leaking valves or in-cylinder
recirculation of gases. However, without Pressure-Volume analysis, temperature
readings can be counterintuitive and often misleading.
The volume-pressure-temperature relationships for a gas being compressed by a
reciprocating compressor can be modeled adiabatically, which assumes no heat transfer
to the surrounding environment. While there is some transfer of heat to the atmosphere
or water jacket, the adiabatic model allows us to mathematically calculate the relationship
between temperature and volume as gas is compressed as follows:

where
T2 is the discharge temperature in absolute degrees (Rankine or Kelvin),
T1 is the suction temperature in absolute degrees (Rankine or Kelvin),
p2/p1 is the ratio of absolute pressures, and
k is the ratio of specific heat for the gas
If we assume a constant gas mixture and, therefore a constant specific heat value, the
discharge temperature is dependent on the gas suction temperature and the pressure ratio
within the cylinder. When a suction valve leak exists, compressed gas in the cylinder is
recirculated back into the suction cavity at a higher temperature and causes the suction
temperature to increase. This also causes the discharge temperature to increase. From
the calculation, the discharge temperature will increase a proportional amount. This is
true only if the pressure ratio is not changed. In practice, this means it is only true for
single stage machines.
In a multi-stage compressor, leakage within a cylinder will often result in a decreased
compression ratio (CR) for the stage with the leakage and an increase in CR for an
adjacent stage. These changes are because the machine is trying to maintain a constant
compression ratio across the entire machine. A cylinder with leakage will perform less
absolute work compressing gas and adjacent cylinders need to make up that work. For a
cylinder recirculating gas, the increased suction temperature may be counterbalanced by
the lower compression ratio, resulting in little or no temperature increase. Healthy
adjacent cylinders may show an elevated discharged temperature due to the increased
compression ratio. This scenario is illustrated below:
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Table 1 – Before Discharge Valve Repair
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Table 2 – After Discharge Valve Repair
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The above sets of data were taken 3 hours apart, after a significant leaking discharge
valves were identified and corrected in stage 2 – cylinder #4 head end. After the fix, the
flow balance in that cylinder went from 0.78 (significant leak) to 1.02 (normal) (circled
in purple). The compression ratio in that cylinder changed from 2.01 to 2.41 after the
leakage was fixed (circled in red). On stage one of the machine (cylinders 1 and 3) the
compression ratio changed from 4.0 to 3.8 as that stage no longer had to make up for the
inadequacies of stage 2 (circled in blue). Looking at discharge temperatures, the
recirculation of gases due to the leaking discharge valves in stage 2 temperatures was
causing a temperature rise of 7 degrees in that cylinder (circled in yellow). However in
the healthy stage 1 (cylinders 1 and 3), temperatures saw increases of 11 and 28 degrees
(circled in green). This is because the decreased CR in stage 2 mitigated the temperature
increase due to recycling the discharge gases. The increased CR in stage 1 (due to the
leak in stage 2) caused the temperatures to increase.
If monitoring discharge temperatures and process parameters was the only means of
monitoring this compressor, the elevated discharge temperatures would have pointed to a
problem in the healthy stage 1, rather than the un-healthy stage 2. In this case however,
the operators checked valve cap temperatures every other day and did not identify any
problems. The discharge leak in the unit was significant, costing the operator $55,000
per year in excess fuel consumption.
Monitoring discharge temperature and valve cap temperatures is an effective tool to
confirm leakages in a single stage compressor. In multi-stage machines, however,
recirculation of gas in an unhealthy cylinder can cause a redistribution of compression
across all the stages and affect all the discharge temperatures, resulting in confusing data
and mis-identification of problems. In-cylinder pressure measurements and PressureVolume analysis is critical to positively identifying leakage in multi-stage compressors.
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